OF JOHN AUBREY
reading, for he had just tried to reduce his forty years to twenty-five,
by writing to Aubrey : " My Nativity I cannot yet retrive ; but by
talking with an ancient servant of my father's, I find I was born on the
17 of Decem, but the year when I am not certain: 'twas possibly
about 1647 : " and this from a man who had written an eye-witness
account of King Charles Fs entry into Christ Church in 1636.
But it was not birth alone that counted in astrology; every date
was significant. If you fell ill, the time you took to your bed was of
the utmost importance : Sir Robert Henley, of&ramswell, Hants, Baronet,
decubuit, Thursday, about 3 P.M., Feb. 14, Valentine's Day. He was taken
ill a hunting about noon, I think the Tuesday before: and Aubrey was
always careful to transfer the leases of his fast vanishing estates at the
most propitious moment. Eston-Pierse possession, one horoscope is
marked, and underneath is written : 25 March 1671. i P .M. possession
given by Jonathan Rogers to Mr. Sherwin. The exact time at which an
honour was granted was also most important and Aubrey several
times repeated that Sir Christopher Wren was Knighted at Whitehall on
Friday, i^th November 1673, at 5 h A.M. (From Mr. Robert Hooke, the
next day). Even a man's figure depended on the heavens, for Aubrey
noted of Sir William Petty : Jupiter in Cancer makes him fatt at heart.
John Gadbury also sayes that Vomits would be excellent good for him : and
the stars liad an even worse effect on poor William Marshall, the
sculptor : Conjunction of Mercury and Leo made him stutter. It was no
wonder, therefore, that Edward Davenant said he tbankt God his father
did not know the houre of his birth ; for that it would have tempted him to
have study ed Astrologie,for which he had no esteeme at all.
Throughout the nineteenth century, the pious clergymen who
bowdlerised Aubrey's work fell particularly hard on him for this
superstition. But in this they merely revealed their kck of historical
knowledge, for though astrology had become gross superstition by
their days, it was not always so. Until the publication of Newton's
theory showed the fallacy of the beliefs on which the celestial scheme
or horoscopes was founded, astrology had been one of the most
serious attempts to explain the world scientifically. And it was in this
scientific spirit that Aubrey approached the problem. We have not
that Science yet perfect) he said, 'tis one of the Desiderata. The way to
make it perfect is to gett a Supillex of true Genitures ; in order wherunto
I have with much care collected these ensuing, which the Astrologers may rely
OH) for I have sett doune none on randome, or doubtfull, information, but from
their own Mouthes: quod N.B. And when in 1673, Sir Ijsoline Jenkins
was sent with Sir Joseph Williamson, Plenipotentiaries to Nemegb&i, Aubrey
gave striking proof of his empirical attitude. I remember that very time
they went away was opposition of Saturn and Mars. I sayd then to the Earl
of Thanet that if that Ambassade came to any good I would never trust to
Astrologie again. It cannot be held against Aubrey that he at last
decided, on the evidence before him, that astrology was the key to
truth, for as Jeremy Bentham has said, " He who thinks, and thinks
for himself, will always have a claim to thanks ; it is no matter whether
it be right or wrong, so as it be explicit. If it is right, it will serve as
a guide to direct: if wrong, as a beacon to warn."
In those days a warning beacon was badly needed, for one of the
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